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components, which is useful for the rear cabin. Better yet, they can accept between 9 and 48 volts DC input voltage and
output a stable 5 volts of power from each port—enough to quickly charge a modern smartphone.

Guardian says the installation can be signed off with a logbook entry and unlike other power supplies, you shouldn’t need
an FAA field approval. The iFDR Power is also available with a chassis that mounts to Guardian’s tablet panel dock.
Contact www.guardianavionics.com.

Best Budget EFIS:
 Garmin G5

Yes, we know the Garmin G5 electronic attitude display doesn’t have autopilot
interface, but we still think it betters the competition because of its ease of
installation, display quality and backup battery life.

The G5 has a 3.5-inch QVGA color LCD display with a 320- by 240-pixel
resolution and while it’s a self-contained instrument, it requires a remote GPS
antenna and connection with the aircraft’s pitot and static system. We like that
the G5 is approved (under a sizable AML-STC) as a replacement for the
attitude indicator or the turn coordinator, although it can’t replace both
instruments.

The other thing we like about the G5 is its bezel design, which measures 3.4
inches wide and 3.6 inches high. This means there is plenty of space between it
and the other instruments in a typical “T”-configured instrument panel, plus it

can be removed and reinstalled from the front of the panel. So, how’s the autopilot approval coming along, Garmin? Visit
them at www.garmin.com.

Best Battery Charger:
 Batteryminder CEC1-AA

In our view, a battery tender is the best investment you can make to prolong the
life of a battery. The $240 BatteryMinder from VDC Electronics was specifically
calibrated for aircraft batteries and there are models appropriate for Gill,
Concorde and Hawker-Odyssey batteries.

What we like about the latest-generation BatteryMinder is that it has been
tweaked for simple, one-touch operation and it uses basic icons on the case to
show the current charge status of the battery. Contact www.batteryminders.com
for more.
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Please note that the photo in the article shown above is not a current CEC1-AA model but the discontinued 
12248-AA version.  All copy is accurate. - VDC Electronics, Inc.

The following products earn Gear of the Year awards.
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